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The Einstein theory of gravitation is formulated in such a way that the fundamental quantity 
is the fourth-rank gravitational field-strength tensor Fiklm• which is linearly connected 
with the Riemann curvature tensor Riklm and vanishes in a Euclidean space. The equations 
of gravitation, which enable us to calculate both FikZm and gik for prescribed sources, are 
formally the same as the Bianchi identities. The main advantage of the new formulation is 
the possibility of constructing an invariant theory of weak gravitational waves. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IT is well known that if there is a gravitational 
field in the four-dimensional world space the space 
is noneuclidean and the fourth-rank Riemann ten
sor Riklm is different from zero. Therefore it is 
natural to describe the gravitational field by means 
of the tensor Riklm• and not of the metric tensor 
gik• whose components can be different from Oik 
even in the absence of a gravitational field. 

As the fundamental field quantities of the theory 
of gravitation we introduce the twenty independent 
components of the Riemann tensor %kZm and the 
ten components of the metric tensor gik• and do 
not postulate a priori the usual connection between 
RikZm and gik· 

The thirty quantities RikZm and gik are con
nected by ten relations which express the pre
scribed source tensor Tik in terms of the field 
quantities: 

(1)) 

The field equations for the twenty independent 
quantities are postulated in a form which is for
mally the same as the Bianchi identities: 

R.tklm; n + R.tkmn; l + R.tknl; m = 0. (2) ) 

In the system (2) there are twenty-four equations, 
of which only twenty are independent. Multiplying 
Eq. (2) by giZgkm, we get 

(3) 

which assures that the covariant divergence of the 
source tensor Tik is equal to zero. 

We can look for the solution of the equations (2) 
by expressing RikZm in terms of the gik and their 
derivatives in the usual way. Then, as is well 

known, the system (2) is satisfied identically, and 
the definition (1) becomes the ten Einstein equa
tions for the potentials gik· 

In the scheme described here there is so far 
nothing new. 

An essentially new element is brought in by 
breaking up the tensor RikZm into a sum of two 
10-component tensors MikZm and Fiklm• both of 
which have the symmetry of the Riemann tensor: 

R..tklm = Mnum + F iklm· (4) 

The fourth-rank matter tensor is expressed in 
terms of the field-source tensor Tik by the for
mula 
Mtltlm = f [guTitm + gltmTa-gklTim-gimTktl 

(5) 

and vanishes when there are no sources. According 
to Eqs. (4) and (5) the fourth-rank gravitational 
field-strength tensor is given by the formula 

Fiklm = R.wm- ~ [guTkm + gltmTtz- gkzT;,.- g,mTkz] 

- t (glttglm- gllgkm) T (6) 

and, as we see, describes a field which can exist in 
a space without sources. 

The equations (2) can be written in an obvious 
way as inhomogeneous first-order equations for 
the intensities FikZm: 
Ftklm; n + Ftllmn; l + Filttal; m = - [Mtklm; n + Mtkmn; l 

+ Mtlnl; ml· 
Because of the covariant differentiations Eq. (7) 

involves the gravitational potentials and their de
rivatives, and therefore these equations are a 
first-order nonlinear system of equations for the 
simultaneous determination of the ten intensities 
FikZm and the ten potentials gik for given sources 
Tik· 
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The proposed scheme of equations for gravita
tion theory shows a formal resemblance to the 
equations of electrodynamics for the electromag
netic field intensities Fik· If in analogy with Eq. 
(1) we regard the first system of Maxwell equa
tions 

(8) 

as the definition of the sources of the electromag
netic field, then the second system of Maxwell 
equations 

(9) 

is the analog of the system (7). 
The equations (9) are identically satisfied by the 

substitution 
aA~t aA1 F,,=-----. ax' ax" 

(9.1) 

If we substitute Eq. (9.1) in Eq. (8), the definition 
(8) is converted into a system of second-order 
equations 

a I aAk aAt ) 
iJx11 ( aJ! - ax" , = St 

(8.1) 

for the determination of the four potentials Ai 
for given sources Si. 

The deep difference between gravitation theory 
and electrodynamics is that besides the intensities 
Fiklm the field equations (7) also contain the po
tentials gik• whereas in electrodynamics the equa
tions for the intensities do not contain the poten
tials Ai. 

Of course we might not solve the equations (7), 
but first determine the potentials gik from the 
usual gravitational equations (1) and then calculate 
the intensities Fiklm of the gravitational field by 
the formula (6). The "Maxwellized" form of the 
gravitational equations shows its superiority, how
ever, in the theory of a weak gravitational field, 
where we can legitimately replace covariant dif
ferentiation by ordinary differentiation and take 
gik = Oik· 

2. THE FOURTH-RANK DUAL RIEMANN TENSOR 

Using the symmetry of the Riemann tensor, let 
us denote its mixed components by R}~. By defi
nition we give the name of its dual to the tensor 
with the components 

R* ik 1 r4ko~ l.p. 
lm = 4 t:. Etml.p.Ra~, 

where (cf., e.g., Sec. 83 of [1]) 

Eika' _ iha'!V--e -g, 

(10) 

(11) 

By the definition of the completely antisymmetric 
fourth-rank tensor EikaT we have 

6i 6;,. 6{ 6' 
I' 

6~ 6~ 6~ r/ 
E;il<ao Ezml.l• = 

I' (12) 
{)'/ 6~ 61 b" 

I' 

6/ 6;,. /)~ 6~ 
I' 

Expanding the determinant and substituting Eq. 
(12) in Eq. (10), we get 

*ik ik i k k i k l i k 
Rtm = Rtm- [!3JRm + !3mRt- 8tRm- !3mRd 

1 i k k i + 2 (&,am - !3t !3m) R, (13) 

or, going over to the covariant components 

Rik/m = Riklm + [gktRim + g;mRk!- guRkm -glm' R;tl 

+ t (gugkm - gktg;m) R. (13.1) 

Contracting with respect to the indices i and l, 
we get 

(14) 

Equation (13) enables us to draw the important 
conclusion that for a space in which all of the Rik• 
and consequently also the Tik• are equal to zero 
the Riemann tensor is equal to its dual. In such 
an "empty" space, however, there can still exist 
a field of gravitational radiation free of sources. 

In the general case in which there are sources 
( Tik .., 0) the Riemann tensor can be represented 
as the sum of a selfdual tensor Diklm and an anti
dual tensor Aiklm: 

1 * 
D;ktm = -i (Riklm + Rihlm ), (15) 

1 * 
Atklm = 2 (Rtklm- Riklm) · (16) 

From Eqs. (13) and (16) we have 

Atklm = + [giiRkm + gkmRil- gktRtm- g;mRkt) 

- f (gugkm- gklgim) R, (17) 

Aik - 2. (6,-R" + 6" R,- 6"Rt 6,- R"] lm - 2 I m m I - I m - m 1_ 

- + (6i6~n- 6~'6;,.) R. (17 .1) 

Since the fourth-rank tensor Aiklm is con
structed from the symmetric tensors %k and gik• 
the pseudoscalar 

~ efk1mA,-ktm = A1234 + Al342 + Al423 = 0 (18) 

is identically equal to zero. 
Let us count the numbers of independent compo

nents of the tensors Di~ and Ai~. To do this we 
note that it follows from Eq. (10) that the three 
components of the tensor R}~ that have all four 
indices different are selfdual: 

R*23 R23 
14 = 14• 

R*31 R31 
24 = 24• 

R*12 R12 
34 = 34• 

and the remaining eighteen components can be 

combined into nine pairs {R~~. R~~}. Conse

quently the tensor A~~ has ( 21- 3 )/2 = 9 com-
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ponents and the tensor n}~ has 12 components. 
It then follows from the identity 

R1234 + R1342 + R1423 = 0 

and Eq. (18) that the components of the tensor 
Diklm satisfy the relation 

D1234 + D1a42 + Dl423 = 0, 

(19) 

(20) 

which puts one condition on the 12 components of 
the tensor DikZm and reduces the number of inde
pendent components to 11. 

3. THE FOURTH-RANK GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 
TENSOR Fiklm AND THE MATTER TENSOR 
Miklm 

Let us consider the fourth-rank tensor 

(21) 

which has the symmetry of the Riemann tensor. It 
is easy to see that it is selfdual: 

1ik - 2_ iko< (~A~fl. ~fl.~ A) - 1 ikl.t'" 
Vfm - 4 E BtmAp. Uo:U-r - Ue1 u't' - 2 8 BtmA:J. 

= ~16~- ():b:n = ()~~. (22) 

Its invariant is 

(23) 

Let us now introduce two new fourth-rank tensors 
F}~ and M}~ by the formulas 

ik ik ik (24) 
Rzm = Fzm + Mzm, 

Fik Dik 1 ("' k .,.k ,. ) R (25) lm = lm- i2 oz6m -- oz6m ' 

M ik Aik 1 (.,.,..,.k .,.k ,. R ( ) lm ~c tm + i2 O[Om -· o16m) . 26 

Being the sum of two selfdual tensors, F}~ is self
dual. It is reasonable to call it the gravitational 
field-strength tensor. The tensor M}~ is the sum 
of an antidual tensor and a selfdual tensor. We 
shall call it the matter tensor. 

Calculating the invariants, we get: 

F = 0, M=-·R=T. (27) 
We now calculate the dual components: 

* ik ik 
F1m = Flm• 

* ik ik 1 i k k i 
Mzm =-Aim+ i2 (6z{'Jm- {'JI{'Jm) R 

"k 1 . k k . 
=- Mim + 6 (6/bm- bz6:,) R. (28) 

By Eqs. (26), (28), (17), and (24) we have 

Mik _ 1 [IJ'Rk + 6k·R' bkR' 61 Rkl lm - 2 I m m I - l m - m l 

- 2c (b'bk - bk6i) R 
6 l m l m , 

pik _ Rik 1 [b'Rk + bk Ri bkRi 6t Rkl lm - lm - 2 I m m I - l m - m I 

+~(b;b~-b:b;,)R. (29) 

By expressing Rik in terms of the field-source 

tensor by Eq. (1), we can rewrite Eq. (29) in the 
form 

M ik 1 [ .. iTk + k T; kTi ~,. Tkl lm = 2 uz m bm l- b1 m - um I 

1 ( k ,. .. ~ k) T + 3 61 6m- uz6m , 

F ik _ R'k + 2_ [{'JkT' + l/ Tk _ 61Tk _ 6k T,.J lm - lm 2 I m m l l m m l 

1(k .. i ik)T -3 61um-6z6m . 

The fact that the invariant F of the tensor 

(30) 
Fik 

lm 
is zero imposes one condition on the eleven com-
ponents of the self-dual tensor and reduces the 
number of its independent components to ten. Ac
cording to Eq. (26) the matter tensor M}~ also 
has ten independent components. 

4. THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

The field equations in our theory are the Bianchi 
equations 

R ik + Rik + Rik _ 1 tmkpRik _ o 
lm;n mn;l nl;m - 2 B lm;n - · (31) 

If we multiply Eq. (31) by !e:il~A.J..L and take into 
account the definition (10), we get 

(31.1) 

Consequently, the field equations can be written in 
the two equivalent forms 

ik ik ik i:C ik ik 
(Ftm;n + F mn;l + F nl;m) + (Mim;n + Mmn;l + Mnt;m) = 0 

(32) 
or 

*ik * ik 
Fzm;k + Mlm;k = 0. (32.1) 

From these equations one can determine both the 
ten intensities F}~ and the ten potentials gik for 
given sources Tik· Taking into account Eqs. (28), 
(30), and (3), we easily get from Eq. (32.1) 

F ik 1 (T' T' ) 1 (~,. T iT ) lm;k = 2 m;z- m;l -2 um .1- {'!z ,m · (33) 

We shall show that from the 24 Bianchi equations 
(33) there follow four identities, so that there are 
only 20 independent equations. To do this we mul
tiply Eq. (33) by ob and use the fact that Tf;z = 0. 
We get 

F11~.k = 2c(T ~-.!. T 1) + !.. T 1 = 0 l, 2 • 3 • 6 • (34) 

and consequently only 20 equations are independent. 

5. THE WEAK GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 

In the limiting case of a weak gravitational field 
it is legitimate to replace covariant differentiation 
by ordinary differentiation and set gik = Oik· The 
field equations (33) take the form 

aF1mik = ~ (ar,.m _ aru) _ .!_ ( b;m aT _ bu ar )· 
axk 2 ax1 axm 6 \ ai axm (35) 
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If we introduce three-dimensional notation for 
the components of the tensor Fiklm• 

( 
F 2323 F 2331 F 2012 

H a~ = F 3123 F 3131 F 3112 

F 1~3 F 1231 F 1212 

F 2314 F 2s24 F 2334 

- iE"-~ = F3114 Fa12• F3134 

F 1414 F 1424 F U34 

F z4t4 F 2424 F 2434 

F 34u F 3424 F 3434 

F 14os F t431 F 1n2 

F 2423 F 2431 F 2412 

F 121< F 12z4 F 12w F 3423 F 343t F 3412 

SpHa~ = Sp Eap, = 0, 

(36) 

(37 .1) 

(37 .2) 

the system of Bianchi equations can then be written 
in the form 

aH"'1 aE"~ 1 aT~1 1 aT 
e~kt axk - ----a!= z Eahl--;J;! + (f Ea:P,k axk , 

aEa.t aH1113 _ i ( aT~4 aTa.p, \ i iJT 
E{3kl axk + ----at- 2 \ ax'" - ax• ) + -G Oar, ax• ; (38) 

(38.1) 

where the indices in these last equations take values 
from one to three. 

We have obtained eighteen field equations (38) 
and six supplementary conditions (38.1) which do 
not involve differentiation with respect to the time. 
In the derivation we have used the fact that [see 
Eq. (3)] 

ar.fl ar44 
-fl + """T4 = 0. ax uX 

(39) 

We shall show that only 10 of the 18 equations of 
the system (38) are independent. To do this we 
multiply each of the equations (38) sucessively by 
i5a(3 and Ea(3y· Taking into account the symmetry 
of Ha[3 and Ea{3• and also Eqs. (37.2) and (39), we 
get as the result of these operations eight identities. 

The equations (38) and (38.1) describe the prop
agation of invariant gravitational waves in space 
filled with matter. 

6. THE PLANE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE IN 
VACUUM 

Let us consider a wave propagated in vacuum 
in the x 1 direction. We have from Eqs. (38) and 
(38.1) 

aH at aH a:t a£"1 iJ£ .. 1 
ax1 = 0, ----at = 0, ax' = 0, ----at = 0, 

aHa:3 aEa2 aHa.2 aEa:~ 
ax' + ¥ ~ O, ax' -- ----at= 0 

aEa:3 aHa.2 aEa:2 aHa:3 
iJx1 - ---at = 0, dx' + ar· = 0, a = 1 ,2,3. (40) 

It follows from these equations that the tensors 
Haf3 and Ea{3 satisfy the wave equation. 

We see that a gravitational wave propagated in 
the x 1 direction is characterized by the tensors 

( 
0 0 0 ) 

Ha,~= OH22Hz3, 

0 Hsz Hs3 
( 

0 0 0 
Ea:~ = 0 Ez2 £ 23 ) 

0 £32 Es3 

and in this sense is transverse, as in the usual 
theory of gravitational waves. 

For a harmonic wave "' exp { i ( kx - wt ) } the 
equations (40) give 

(41) 

and consequently the tenso:rs Ha[3 and Eaf3 are 
of the forms 

(
0 0 0) 0 0 0 

H,.~= Oct f3, Ea[J=(o [3-a). 
0[3-ct 0-ct-[3 

(42) 

Setting {a~ 0, {3 = 0} and {a= 0, {3 ~ 0}, we 
get two possible states of polarization of gravita
tional waves. We recall that in electrodynamics 
we have for the vectors H, E the forms H 
= (0, a, {3), E = (0, {3,- a). 

We see that the proposed theory of weak gravi
tational waves is very similar to the electromag
netic theory of Maxwell. Just as an electromag
netic wave is determined by two three-component 
vectors H and E, a gravitational wave is deter
mined by two five-component tensors Ha{3 and 
Eaf3· This is obviously connected with the fact 
that the photon has spin 1 and the graviton has 
spin 2. 

1 L. Landau and E. Lifshitz, Teoriya polya 
(Field Theory), Fizmatgiz, 1960. 

Translated by W. H. Furry 
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